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Abstract-This paper presents an I/Q down conversion mixer The IIQ direct down conversion mixer in this architecture
in the receiver of ultra-wide band (UWB) systems with gain is the second stage, the center operating frequency is chosen
mismatch compensation capability by integrating the two at 1.32 GHz for image reduction. The I/Q mixer translates
PMOS variable gain amplifiers (VGA) at the output. The I/Q the RF signal at the frequency band from 1.056 GHz-1.584
mixer is designed in 0.18 um Samsung CMOS technology. The GHz to the base band signal.
proposed mixer operates at 1.584 GHz with the power
conversion gain of 5.9 dB, IIP3 of 4.1 dB and NF of 7.9 dB. By
adjusting the gain of VGA, the I and Q outputs perfectly have 7 GH,-_

_~~3.32the same gain. LO-RF leakage is smaller than -72 dB. The -34320 GHz
designed mixer consumes total 11.5 mA from 1.8 V of supply -4.488 GHz IF 1.32 G
voltage. Mixer
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra Wideband (UVWTB) system adopted by Federal 2.640 GHz Mixe
Communication Commission (FCC) has emerged as an 3.168
attractive future technology for wireless communications SBG ThisWork
and local area networks. This is a short range, low power,
high data rate and wide band wireless system [1]. With the
bandwidth of 528 MHz and other characteristics, UWB Figure 1. UWB architecture
transceivers have to meet the stringent requirements of
802.15.3a standard [2]. In a quadrature system, a little mismatch in amplitude
UWB spectrum is from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz, in the multi- and phase between the I and Q channels is required. IIQ

band approach, this spectrum is divided into four groups. mismatch refers to phase and gain imbalances between in-

Group A, 3.1- 4.9 GHz, is intended for first generation phase (I) and quadrature (Q) paths. When the phase
Gr A, ' ' difference of LO signals for I and Q channels is not exactlydeics gru B, 4, 76 GU is reevdfr'uueue 90 degree phase imbalance occurs. Gain imbalance refers to
group C, 6.0-8.1 GHz is planed for devices with improved gre
system on a chip (SOP) performance. The last group D, 8.1- gain mismatch along the I and Q signal paths.
10.6 GHz is also reserved for future use. In the first phase, The requirement for UWB system receiver is enough
our research group use only group A's spectrum which gain, high linearity and reasonable noise figure. The most
includes three bands, each band is 528MHz wide. Our important thing for maintaining high signal to noise ratio
approach for UWB transceivers is to use the dual conversion (SNR) is to reduce the signal degradation due to I and Q
architecture, shown in Fig. 1. paths mismatch.

This architecture has two frequency shifting stages, the The I/Q mismatch corrupts the down-converted signals,
first stage converts signal from three bands 3.432, 3.960 and causes the signal degradation, raising bit error rate. In this
4.488 GHz to 1.056 -1.584 GHz band. The LO frequency is paper, we deal with the gain mismatch, which often and
generated from sub-band generator (SBG) block, which easilyhappens duetto the gain mismatch ofthe blocks along
generates three LO frequencies of 2.112, 2.640 and 3.168 the signal paths of I and Q channels.
GUi according to three bands. The output of the first mixing To overcome the I/Q mismatch issues, there are several
stage has center frequency of 1.32 GUi. ways mentioned in previously published papers. Calibration
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technique and careful layout [3], and digital techniques [4], In Fig 2, the core I/Q mixer is developed to minimize the
[5] were introduced, but they are all complicated methods. mismatch of transconductance transistors. In this

In this paper, our approach is to use a simple PMOS architecture [6], two Gilbert mixers use one common
VGA at the output of I/Q mixer to control the gain mismatch transconductance stage, therefore, there is no mismatch in
of I and Q paths. Hence, the amplitude mismatch is transconductance transistors anymore since they are shared
overcome, by both I and Q channels.

The core I/Q mixer has a modification that is to use a From [6], given the power consumption, same input
common transconductance stage. That helps increase the capacitance and LO capacitance, this I/Q mixer has the
symmetry of the topology and simplify the circuit. The VGA same linearity as a pair of Gilbert mixers. However, it has a
is designed using PMOS transistor that avoid us using large 3dB advantage ofNF.
capacitors between core I/Q mixer and VGA. The load resistor is used, since it has no flicker noise and

The I/Q mixer is designed and manufactured in 0.18 um makes the circuit simple and wide band.
Samsung CMOS technology. The measurement shows a Inductors Lg and Ls are used for conjugate matching
good performance of the mixer, which is suitable for wide when connected with previous stage.
band application like UWB. The conversion gain is 6 dB,
IIP3 of 4.1 dB, NF of 7.9 dB. The IQ mixer operates at 1.8 V III. VGA DESIGN
and consumes 11.5 mA in total. The amplitude mismatch is
completely overcome. VDD

11. I/Q MIXER DESIGN

In order to perform the quadrature mixer, two Gilbert ID- [pi+ i tiP4 +
mixers are often required, they have the same RF input and
quadratue LO.

The mismatch between the mixers will cause the VC vc
imbalance of amplitude and phase in I and Q channels. The p5 P I 9 '/o plit2
switching transistors operate like a switch so the effect of
mismatch is negligible. On the contrary, I/Q error due to the
mismatch of transconductance transistors is significant. I-out+ Q_out+

One of the major problem for the I/Q mixer is the
mismatch, it degrades the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the I out- Q t-

receiving ends. In this design, we are using one common RL RL RL RL
transconductance stage for the I/Q mixer. With this change,
the possibility of mismatch is reduced in the real circuit,
further more it make the circuit simpler. Figure 3. PMOS VGA schematic for I and Q channels

VDD DY Our approach for IIQ amplitude mismatch correction is to
1 T 1 J T1 balance the difference between output amplitudes of I and Q

channels, hence VGA block plays an important role in this
f,-Q+ design.

LO I- IDQ- In [7], the NMOS VGA is mentioned. That VGA can not
DH M3 Mx X X 0 M be used in this design since we need large capacitors between
LOI + OI+ LQQ 1L,Q- core I/Q mixer and VGA blocks to separate the DC voltage

of the two block when connected. Moreover, VGA works at
IF, the down I/Q mixer output frequency, so the needed
capacitors are relatively large.

Fig. 3 shows the proposed PMOS VGA. With the PMOS
RF+ RLaS ; Lg ffitransistors, we don't need the capacitors when connecting the

D4 4 acore I/Q mixer and VGA block. The PMOS VGA and core
I/Q mixer is directed connected, but another challenging task
iS to design the PMOS VGA with high linearity, low power

2, ; ~~~~~~~withgiven dc voltage from output of I/Q core mixer applied
to the gate of input PMOS devices.

Figure 2. I/Q mixer schematic
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Transistor P1-P4 are the input devices, they connect to the mismatch is cancelled. Since the gain mismatch between the
I/Q mixer and convert voltage signal to current signal. The two signal paths is at the order of a few dB, the controllable
load resistor turns the current to voltage output signals. range of the designed VGA is from -15 to 2.1 dB,

The. P5-P12 cooperatively control the gain of VGA, they corresponding with the control voltage range from 0.2 to
are cross coupling PMOS transistors. P6,7 and Pl0,11 always 0.43 V. This controllable range is far enough for the
connect their gate to the ground, in other word, they are mismatch correction purpose. The VGA characteristic is
always on. The control voltage V, will control the operation close to that of the post simulation results.
Of P5,8 and P9,12. If Vc is high enough, these transistors are
turned off, the whole current signal flows to the load resistor. 10
On the contrary, if V, is low, these transistors are turned on, - VGA characteristic
part of current signal is steered away from the main signal 0
path, as a result, not all the current signal flows to output °-
load. Hence the VGA gain is reduced and controllable. m^

By varying the value of control voltage V, the gain is .10 /
linearly changed. The required gain controllable range is
small, just a few dB. That is because, the function of this 0 -20 /
VGA is to adjust the output l/Q signal to compensate the /
mismatch caused by process variation, asymmetry of circuit 30 -
designs.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION O40 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fig. 4 shows the measurement result of I/Q mixer Voltage control (V)

conversion gain. The RF input frequency is from 1.056- Figure 5. Characteristic of VGA gain versus voltage control
1.584 GHz, with LO frequency of 1.32 GHz. The bandwidth
is larger than the required bandwidth of 264 MHz. TThe he two tones test results is shown in Fig. 6. Two tones
power conversion gain is 5.9 dB with 50 Ohm load. This at frequency of 264 MHz and 265 MHz are used at the input.
gain is high enough for the requirement of the system. TheIIQmixer shows ahighlinearitywith IIP3 of 4.1 dB.
However, the gain ripple is more than 1 dB, which is the The DSB noise figure (NF) measured with the whole
flatness requirement. receiver is 7.9 dB while the design goal is 10 dB.

10 - 20 -IP3=4.1dB
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Figure 4. I/Q mixer conversion gain Figure 6. Mixer Input third order intercept point IIP3

The VGA block is also measured. The operating Output waveforms of channel I and Qis shown in Fig. 7.
frequency is the output frequency (IF) of the core I/Q mixer, These waveforms are obtained by running the transient of the
from base-band to 256 MHz. After calibration, we have the extracted layout. Since the chip works closely to the post-
characteristic function of VGA as in Fig. 5. By changing the simulation results, this form can be similar to the one on
control voltage, the output gain is linearly changed. With two oscilloscope.
VGAs at the output of I and Q channels, the output gain of
each channel is independently controlled. Hence, amplitude
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VT '/-etO42' The I/Q down mixer consumes totally 11.5 mA from
1.8V of supply voltage, in which, the I/Q core mixer

200, consumes 6 mA and 5.5 mA from VGA block. The IIQ
m00,~ ~\</< mixer performance results are summarized in Table. 1. The

performance is quite good to meet the system requirements.
> 0.00 X \ \ / \ \ /

TABLE I. I/Q MIXER PERFORMANCE TABLE

Parameters Results
-20H0m

Input IP3 (dBm) 4.1

Ume
186nl8(ns 190n l92n Power ConversionGain (dB) 5.9

Figure 7. Wave forms of I and Q paths DSB NF (dB) 7.9

RF / LO frequency (GHz) 1.056-1.584 / 1.32
The post-simulation shows phase error is 2 degree. By

using VGA to control the gain, the amplitude imbalance is LO-RF leakage (dB) -72
perfectly solved. Supply Voltage (V) 1.8

In Fig .8, the output spectrum of I/Q mixer is shown. The Current Consumption (mA) 11.5
LO power is 0 dBm. The LO-RF leakage is -72 dB, the self-
mixing ofLO signal is quite small, leading to a good second V. CONCLUSION
order intercept point (IIP2).

This paper described an I/Q direct down-conversion
Mkrl 229J0 MHz

Ref 0 dBm Otten 10 dB -16l dBm mixer for UVWTB with gain mismatch imbalance capability by
$amp
Log l8-OE8Utintegrating a PMOS VGA. The IQ mixer is designed and
dB/ 4 i CCCoupied fabricated in Samsung 0. 18ptm CMOS technology. The

.........
designed IQ mixer operates frequency band from 1.056-

Marker.................. 1.584GHz, at 1 .8V spl voltage and consumestoal229.00~0000 MHz ITe spl oal
LSb -18.622 dBm 11 .5mA. Te measurement shows that conversion gain is
03l S2 0[ ; | |5.9 dB with band-with over 300 MHz which is suitable for
S3 FC wide-band application like UVvTB, IIP3 is 4.1 dB, LO-RF
FTun A leakage s -72 dB with NF of 7.9 dB. The mismatch in I and

Q path is perfectly overcome. This design demonstrates the
Start 1IMHz Stop WU MHz soon appearance ofUWB chip in the commercial markets.
Res BN 2.7 MHz VBW 2.7 MHz Sweep 1 ms (601 pts)
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